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ADMENDMENT No. 02 REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP) 
 

“ICT Education Capability Building 
In Colombia” Project 

 
SCOPE: ¨ Supply, transportation, delivery, installation, development, training, 
maintenance, testing and operation of the ICT infrastructure, e-Portal development  and 
enhancement, content development & standardization, teacher training and project 
Implementation service for the creation of a National Innovation Center and five Regional 
Innovation Centers,  in Colombia in a Turnkey basis, hereinafter an, “Integrated System”. 
 
In Bogotá, D.C. November 27th, 2012, The Ministry of Education of Colombia issues the 
amendment No. 02 to be integrated to the Request for Proposal (RFP), which modifies the 
RFP in the following articles:  
 
FIRST. Modify the following article: Section II BDS (ITB 36.2) Signing of Contract and 
shall prevail:  
 
As soon as practically possible, but no more than one (1) day following receipt of the 
Contract Agreement, the successful Bidder shall sign it, date it and return it to the 
Purchaser. 
 
The contract agreement can be signed by a person duly authorized by the successful 
bidder with an effective notarized power of attorney. 
 
SECOND: Modify the following article: Section II BDS (ITB 37.1) Performance Security 
and shall prevail: 

 

The successful Bidder shall provide the Performance Security in accordance with the 
GCC, and delivered it to the address of the Purchaser before 2:00 p.m. on December 
28th, 2012. 
 

THIRD: Modify the following article: Section II BDS (ANNEX B.) Scoring Scheme for 
Price and Technical Evaluation and shall prevail: 

 

C = Evaluated Bid Price ( Total Net Contract Price) 
This means that the Evaluated Bid Price is equal to the Total Net Contract Price 
without any taxes, duties and levies that can be imposed in Colombia. 
 
FOURTH: Modify the following article: Special Conditions of the Contract (SCC) 
(GCC 13.2.1), and shall prevail: 
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The supplier shall provide the advance payment security in the amount and currency o 
the Advance Payment specified in SCC Clause 12 above, and deliver it to the address 
of the Purchaser before 2:00 p.m. on December 28th, 2012. 
 

FIFTH: Modify the following article: Special Conditions of the Contract (SCC) 
(GCC 13.3.1), and shall prevail: 
 

The Performance Security shall be denominated in US Dollars for an amount 

equal to ten (10) percentage of the Contract Price. 

The successful Bidder shall provide the Performance Security in accordance with 
the GCC, and deliver it to the address of the Purchaser before 2:00 p.m. on 
December 28th, 2012. 
 

SIXTH: 

In case there is a discrepancy between the terms of the Technical Requirements of the 

bidding document and those of the attachment 1-7 of the Technical Requirements of the 

bidding document published separately on the website, the terms of the Technical 

Requirement shall prevail. However, as long as the Bidder complies all the terms on the 

compliance list (attachment 7 of the Technical Requirements), it will be assumed that the 

Bidder acknowledges all the terms and conditions of the Technical Requirements on the 

bidding documents. 
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